hi I'm NASA Kennedy's Tiffany Farrelly

and I'm taking you inside KSC

NASA's insight spacecraft is on a six-month 300 million mile to Mars following a successful liftoff from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California on May 5th the Mars Lander launched atop a United Launch Alliance Atlas 5 rocket will reach the Red Planet on November 26 insight is the first interplanetary mission to launch from the west coast and will be the first mission to look deep beneath the Martian surface the
voice of Kennedy launch control now has

a place on a chroniclers wall George

Diller joined the prestigious

chroniclers group during a ceremony at

Kennedy's NASA News Center on May 4th

also inducted was former Aviation Week and space technology reporter Greg Koval

chroniclers recognizes exceptional news

and communication retirees who shared

information on US space exploration from

Kennedy for at least 10 years dillards decorated career spanned 37 years in

nasa's public affairs

and remember spaceport magazine digs
deeper inside KSC
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